
Content pools: 
 
All partners (excepting EfVET) have to make audio / video recordings (using students as 
actors and interviewees) with written transcriptions and translations into English. The 
materials will later on be used for making language teaching software and materials. 
 
The materials should content wise target students from: 
 

 Electronics 
 Catering and tourism 
 Healthcare 
 Media studies.  

 
Example of a scenario could be a traditional apprentice joke: 
 
A first day apprentice is sent to the store for “a long stand”. He goes to the store and asks 
for “the long stand”, the store keeper then asks him to wait. When the apprentice after 
having waited a long time gets impatient he repeats his order for “the long stand”. The 
store keeper replies: “You already have it!” 
 
To record a scene like the above we need three students (or two students and a teacher) 
and to have the dialogue written for the students. It is also needed to prepare a simple 
shooting list, i.e. we need recordings from two locations (one is the store or should look 
like a store), the shooting list has to ensure that whenever possible we can see the mouths 
of those speaking and also that light etc. is ok. 
 
To cover cultural aspects we also need some small interviews. E.g. how to become a 
skilled worker, how to greet one another, rules for dating, when to go to restaurants, etc. 
 
The recordings / materials must be categorized according to the Common European 
Framework of reference and the European Language Portfolio. The core parts of the 
materials have to be suitable for students at levels A1 through B2. See below or go to: 
http://culture2.coe.int/portfolio/inc.asp?L=E&M=$t/208-1-0-1/documents_intro/common_framework.html  
 
Common European Framework of reference and the European Language 
Portfolio:

 



 

 
 

The tasks for your team are: 
 
For the workshop in Brussels on October 12th to 15th your task is to have prepared  
 

 suggestions for scenarios that can be used for recordings,  
 a list of possible interviews with questions, 
 A presentation of your scenario ideas and interview list during the workshop 

(computer and beamer is available, but no Internet connection) 



 a five minutes (maximum) scenario (in your native language) that your team 
perform at the Brussels workshop. Please also bring a printed transcription and an 
English translation of the dialogue. 

 
Please send these (scenario suggestions and list of interview ideas) to ka@ots.dk no later 
than October 6th. 
 
 


